Semiquantitative and qualitative assessment of B-lymphocyte V H repertoire by a fluorescent multiplex PCR.
We established a new tool to perform semiquantitative and qualitative screening for V(H) gene usage frequency during IgH rearrangements in human B-lymphocytes. In two separate multiplex PCRs, the rearranged VDJ regions were amplified with V(H) family-specific primers labeled with different fluorescent dyes (FAM, HEX, NED, or ROX). The relative amount of each of the particular V(H) family products and their ratios were determined by fragment analysis on a ABI PRISM 377 sequencer. We verified that the fluorescent multiplex PCR (FMPCR) shows high specificity and sensitivity, acceptable reproducibility and reliability. Data obtained were well in agreement with results revealed by sequencing following single-cell PCR. Ten healthy volunteers showed a comparable semiquantitative V(H) family distribution. The FMPCR also correctly detected a monoclonal peak in a CLL patient. Thus, labeling primers with various fluorescent dyes allows for an assessment of V(H) family usage and an immediate determination of the involved V(H) gene family if any clonal peaks are present. This method provides a quick, easy, and reliable tool for V(H) repertoire screening of larger populations of patients suffering from diseases with changes in the V(H) repertoire allowing for selection of cases worth a more detailed and cumbersome sequence analysis later on.